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Researchers who wish to use any of these papers should contact Museum Staff stating 
the subject of their research.  
The inclusion of a collection on this list does not necessarily imply that it is available 
immediately for consultation.  
 
More detailed information about each collection is available via the Archives Hub. 
http://archiveshub.ac.uk/contributors/cambridgesedgwick.html 
 
* Uncatalogued papers 
 
 

A 
Agrell, Stuart Olof (1913-1996) Mineralogist and petrologist 
Correspondence with collectors and depositors of specimens, and students; field 
notebooks; and photographs. 1933-1997.  
AGRL 30 boxes* 
NB: Box lists are available to parts of this collection.  
 
Arber, Edward Alexander Newell (1870-1918) Botanist 
Biographical and diary notes for each year from 1870; letters 1903-1918; draft 
biographical chapters; lists of class students and yearly accessions to collections; and 
some photographs. 1870-1918.  
ARBR 3 boxes* 
 
Arkell, William Joscelyn (1904-1958) Geologist 
Notes about specimens collected; annotated published papers; and correspondence. 
1952-1954. 
ARKL 2 boxes* 
 
 

B 
Black, Maurice (1904-1973) Sedimentary petrologist 
Mechanical analysis notes; scanning electron microscope (SEMs) photographs of chalk; 
cocolith photographs; correspondence; lecture notes; field and specimen notebooks. 
1921-1975.  
BLCK 19 boxes* 

http://archiveshub.ac.uk/contributors/cambridgesedgwick.html
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Bonney, Thomas George (1833-1923)  Geologist 
12 tour notebooks of Thomas Bonney, 1886-1916.   
BNNY 11 volumes* 
 
Bulman, Oliver Meredith Boone (1902-1974) Geologist 
Correspondence with contemporaries and associations; typescripts of papers; 
notebooks of trips made to Sweden, Brussels, Norway and Holland; personal papers; 
maps; and lantern slides.  1928-1973.  
BLMN 19 boxes (and lantern slides in really useful boxes)* 
NB: Box lists are available for this collection.  
 
 

C 
Cambridge, Phil (1918-1933) Palaeontologist and geologist 
Species card indexes; notebooks; maps and notes; correspondence with other 
conchologists; cuttings; personal papers including poems and photographs. 1943-1990.  
CMBG 31 boxes* 
NB: Box lists are available for this collection.  
 
Cambridge Spitsbergen Exploration Collection (1928-2000) 
Accounting, administration, expedition, and equipment files including photographs and 
specimen catalogues, which all relate to work undertaken and specimens collected in 
Svalbard (Spitsbergen). 1928-1992.   
CSEC 500 boxes* 
NB: Collection (and series) level descriptions are on the Archives Hub 
 

 
D 
Deer, William Alexander (1910-2009) Mineralogist and Petrologist 
Slides [35mm and lantern]; black and white photographs depicting work undertaken in 
East Greenland; expedition notebooks and annotated field maps. 1933-1966. 
DEER 13 boxes* 
NB: Box lists are available for this collection.  
 
 

F 
Forbes, Dr Colin Lachlan (1940-2014) Geologist, museum curator 
Records relating to work as a museum curator and as an advisor about water supply. 
Correspondence; notes; maps; and photographs. 1936-2002.  
FRBS 100 boxes* 
NB: A box list is available. Please note that some files are closed. 
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Fuchs, Sir Vivian Ernest (1908-1999) Knight Explorer 
Notebooks, papers and diaries about geological work in East Africa. Including sketches 
and maps indicating what specimens were located and where. 1933-1938.  
FCHS 6 boxes* 
NB: There are partial detailed lists for this collection.  

 
 
H 
Harland, Brian (1917-2003) Geologist 
Student notebook and cuttings; Sedgwick Club notebooks and photograph albums; Isle 
of Arran slides and field notebooks with photographs and maps. 1955-1965.  
HRLN 6 boxes* 
 
Harker, Alfred (1859-1939) Petrologist 
Records detailing geological excursions in the U.K, Europe and America from the late 
nineteenth century. Notebooks; sketchbooks; and photograph albums. 1860-1936.  
HRKR 13 boxes 
NB: The Catalogue is available on the Archives Hub 
 
Hughes, Thomas McKenny (1833-1917) Geologist 
Correspondence with contemporaries; records of the international geological 
congresses in Bologna, London, Zurich and Russia; field-note books; records relating to 
the Woodwardian Museum; drafts of papers and speeches; and photographic albums.  
1875-1915.  
HGHS 17 boxes* 
NB: There are partial detailed lists for this collection.  
 
Hughes, Mary Caroline (1862-1916) Geologist, wife of Thomas McKenny Hughes 
Personal correspondence and notes; diaries; and scrapbooks relating to tours and visits 
including International Geological Congress (IGC) meetings. 1875-1915.  
MCHS 6 boxes* 
NB: There are partial detailed lists for this collection. 
 

 
J 
Joseph, John Kenneth Sinclair St (1912-1994) Archaeologist 
Art work and papers for a publication on Brachiopods. Circa 1935-1938.  
STJH 3 boxes* 
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K 
King, William Bernard Robinson (1889-1963) Geologist 
Notebooks from the Second World War about water boreholes; rolls of maps; typed 
manuscripts; correspondence and notes; dress medals; certificates; and a photograph 
album. 1909-1961.  
WBRK 8 boxes 
NB: The Catalogue is available on the Archives Hub 
 
 

L 
Lake, Peter (1865-1949) Geologist 
Notebooks and hand-written catalogues about specimens collected, mostly concerning 
Cambrian Trilobites. Also including correspondence; and drawings. 1900-1945.  
LAKE 4 boxes* 
 
Lewis, William James (1847-1926) Mineralogist 
Copied research papers in notebooks; receipts for purchased specimens; 
correspondence; and manuscripts and notes. 1879-1898.   
LEWS 5 boxes* 
NB: There are partial detailed lists for this collection. 
 

 
M 
Macfadyen, William Archibald (1893-1985) Petrologist 
Papers, reports and notes relating to fossil localities and specimens; sketches of fossils; 
geological maps; and notebooks relating to work for the Nature Conservancy. 1900-
1975.  
MCFN 39 boxes* 
NB: A box list is available for this collection 
 
Marr, John Edward (1857-1933) Geologist 
Notebooks of geology undertaken in Cambridgeshire, Yorkshire, Wales, Cumbria and 
Bohemia. 1875-1925.   
MARR 6 boxes* 
NB: There are partial (detailed) lists to this collection. 
 
Martin, P.G (fl. 1930-) Geologist 
Diary about geological excursion in Svalbard, 1951.  
MRTN 1 item* 
NB: An access copy of this diary is available to consult 
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Miller, William Hallowes (1801-1880) Mineralogist 
Hand-drawn crystallographic sketches; manuscript notebooks; notes on physic 
problems; abstracts from published texts; details of specimens; and correspondence 
with Henry James Brooke (1771-1857) crystallographer. 1829-1870.  
MLLR 10 boxes* 
NB: A box list is available for this collection 
 
 

N 
Nicholas Tressilian Charles (1888-1989) Geologist 
Field notebooks related to mapping work; department and geological correspondence; 
postcard collection; Sedgwick Club photograph albums; and lantern slides. 1910-1980.  
NCLS 17 boxes* 
NB: There are partial detailed lists for this collection. 
 

 
P 
Peters, Edwin Arthur (1868-1945) Surgeon and physician 
Photograph album of scenes in Cambridgeshire, U.K and Europe. Including photographs 
of Sedgwick Club excursions, and Addenbrookes University Hospital, Cambridge. 1885-
1893.  
PTRS 1 box* 
 

 
R 
Ramsay, Professor John Graham (1931-) Geologist 
Biographical information and maps, n.d.   
RMSY 2 boxes* 
 
Rickards, Richard Barrie (1938-2009) Palaeontologist 
Records about work on Graptolites and as a Museum Curator. Including 
correspondence; and photographs. 1948-2005.  
RKDS Approx 100 boxes* 
NB: A box list is available. Please note that some files are closed.   
 
Ruddy, Thomas (1842-1912) geologist 
3 volumes (diaries) including details of work with Thomas McKenny Hughes on the 
Silurian Fossils of the Bala area from the 1870s. 1872-1890.  
RDDY 1 box* 
NB: A further 5 volumes are to be accessioned in 2020, 1891-1912. Partial transcriptions 
are available.    
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S 
Sedgwick, Adam (1785-1873) Geologist 
Notebooks about expeditions across the UK including lists of specimens; and annotated 
maps. 1818-1873.  
ADSW 20 boxes* 
 
Sedgwick Club 
Administrative documents including minute books and financial record notebooks; field 
trip scrapbooks; copies of talks; and social activities ephemera. 1880-.  
SGWC 28 boxes* 
NB:  Series and file item level descriptions are on the Archives Hub 
 
Sedgwick Museum of Earth Sciences 
Administrative papers; correspondence with depositors; photographs of events; and 
newspaper cuttings. Also including manuscript catalogues of specimens. 1733-.  
SMES Approx 100 boxes* 
NB: Some series have been listed.  
 
Scilla, Agostino (1629-1700) Painter and Geologist 
Dr Johns Woodward’s copy of 'La vana speculazione disingannata dal senso' (Vain 
Speculation Undeceived by Sense). Including 30 pencil sketches. Circa. 1670.  
SCLA 1 item 
NB: the text has been translated, and the plates have been digitized (see website) 

 
 
W 
Wallis, Roger (fl 1940-) geologist 
Geological maps; 12 field notebooks; working manuscript files and typed history notes 
about geological work in Ny Friesland, Svalbard. 1964-1968.   
RWLS 6 boxes* 
NB: A box list is available. 
 
Whidborne, George Ferris (1846-1910) Geologist 
Correspondence and papers. 1903-1910.  
WDBN 1 box 
 
Whittington, Harry Blackmore (1916-2010) palaeontologist 
Correspondence; notes; photographs; and diaries from time spent in America. 1934-
2010.    
WHTN Approx 50 boxes* 
 
 

http://www.sedgwickmuseum.org/index.php?page=agostino-scilla
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Wilkinson, Peter (1925-2003) geologist and explorer 
Slides and field notebooks relating to expeditions to East Africa to study Kilimanjaro.  
1960s.  
WLKN 10 boxes* 
 
Woodward, John (1665-1728) Physician and Geologist 
Published texts; details of contents of fossil cabinets (handwritten catalogues); and a 
copy of Woodward’s will. c.1725-1730 
WDWD 18 volumes and 1 box (approx)* 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 


